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Letter to the Editor
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To the Editor
Until July 12, 2020, coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) outbreak has infected over 12.8 million
people and killed at least 560,000 patients. Most patients (over 80%) presented typical symptoms, including fever, anosmia, dysgeusia, respiratory, or unexplainable gastrointestinal tract symptoms.1,2 However,
some of them did not present obvious symptoms and
might even hide as simple traumatic cases (fall down
for COVID-19 related hypoxia or weakness).3
For most emergency departments (EDs), highrisk patients could be identiﬁed in fever or even respiratory zones. However, for trauma centers, it would
be not easy to evaluate each patient well, especially
when facing critical conditions (e.g., massive bleeding, organs exposure, open fracture, or amputations).
Of course, in epidemic stage, we agree that each medical personnel in trauma center should wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and test virus
for each suspicious patient. However, for some countries, which are not truly getting in epidemic stage,
early consumption may induce resource insufﬁciency
in following epidemic condition. Therefore, should
we test virus for each traumatic patient in potential

community infection countries? It poses difﬁcult challenge for both government and ED physicians. Taiwan Centers for Disease Control (CDC) pointed out
that non-critical surgery could be postponed until the
patients are de-isolation. Critical operations should
not be limited but requiring appropriate PPE and negative-pressure room (Fig. 1).
For analyzing the potential risk of COVID-19
among traumatic patients, each patient was evaluated (March 9–31, 2020) in our trauma center (level-1
trauma center in the ED, on duty 24 hours for all
surgical related specialists, two negative-pressure
operation rooms, average 1,300 visits and handles 40
critical operations per month). The risk of COVID-19
infection was deified as “high” when patients with
any travel, occupation, contact, and cluster (TOCC)
histories within 14 days (after exposure).4 Patients
who co-exited with fever or typical symptoms without TOCC were classiﬁed as “potential” risk. During
this period, total 872 traumatic visits were included.
Among them, 13 (1.5%) and 45 (5.2%) patients were
classified as high and potential risks, respectively.
Each of them was separated and kept their distances
in different buffering areas for preventing potential
cross/in-hospital infection. In the ED, COVID-19
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Fig. 1. The flowchart and risk evaluation of traumatic patients is for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Each of risk
patients was separated and kept their distances in different buffering areas for preventing potential cross/inhospital infection. Virus test could be provided in the emergency department. Typical symptoms were defining
as fever, anosmia, dysgeusia, respiratory, or unexplainable gastrointestinal tract symptoms. Before operation,
patients with abnormal chest X-ray (ground-glass opacities or other atypical presentations) should be classified
as “high risk” (isolated and treated). In addition, patients with normal white blood cell count and relative
lymphopenia should be included in the “potential risk.”
TOCC: travel, occupation, contact, and cluster.

virus tests could be provided. Of all, most patients
(n = 57, 98.2%) received simple treatments or examinations (wound managements, portable X-ray,
reductions, and immobilizations) without moving to
other units. However, only 1 (1.7%) patient received
critical operation immediately after suffering severe
head trauma. The trauma and ED teams had worn appropriate PPE when handling these patients. Finally,
each risk patient was not confirmed as COVID-19
infection. Finally, only 2 high-risk patients had been
delayed for their operations after de-isolation (both
were non-critical, closed bone fracture). According to
their medical records, pain and anxiety might be the
most predominant complications of delayed surgery.
Therefore, we suggest that effective pain control and
depression prevention (e.g., daily telehealth via video
or telephone) should be applicated for those patients.
In conclusion, risk evaluation for COVID-19 in
trauma center is necessary. High risk patients (with
TOCC history) should be identiﬁed ﬁrstly and separated in buffering area. Simple treatments/evaluations
could be provided for most risk patients without mov-

ing to other units. Non-critical operations could be
scheduled after quarantine. To diagnose COVID-19,
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) is the gold standard, but there are some tools assisted with more accurate diagnosed. History (TOCC),
symptoms, chest X-ray, and blood tests results are all
helpful and mandatory. More importantly, with appropriate PPE and operation room, critical operation
should not be delayed.
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